EXPLORING THE PROBLEM IN NATIVE DANISH LISTENERS’ PERCEPTION OF THE ENGLISH HOT AND HUT VOWELS
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ABSTRACT

Native Danish speakers tend to neutralise the vowels /ɒ, æ/ of Standard Southern British English in production, but research on the cause of this is sparse. This study examined the identification of these vowels by Native Danish and Native English listeners. As expected, Native Danish listeners identify /ɒ/ and /æ/ less accurately than Native English listeners. Exploration of by-token accuracy in F1–F2 space suggests that the location of the boundary between /ɒ/ and /æ/ differs for Native Danish and Native English listeners. Comparison with previous research indicates the contrast may span multiple Native Danish vowel categories. Taken together, these findings imply that inaccurate perception of the vowels by Native Danish listeners at least partially explains the vowels’ neutralisation in production.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Native Danish (ND) speakers have been observed to pronounce the Standard Southern British English vowels /ɒ, æ/ identically [5, 8, 9]. As identified by Native English (NE) listeners, both vowels sound like /æ/ when produced by ND speakers [5]. No explanation has yet been posited as to why ND speakers exhibit this exact pattern of mispronunciation. This paper explores the problem.

Perception of this vowel contrast likely plays an important role in its production problems. The /ɒ, æ/ vowels occupy an area of the vowel space which is sparsely populated in Danish (see Figure 1). This means that ND listeners will have encountered few vowel tokens in this area in native speech perception, which may have desensitised ND listeners to vowel contrasts in that area [4, 6]. It further adds to the problem that ND listeners are exposed to heterogenous varieties of English whose phonetic realisations of /ɒ, æ/ are diverse [5].

When ND listeners categorise /ɒ, æ/ in terms of Danish vowel categories, results suggest English /ɒ/ assimilates perfectly to Danish /æ/; whereas /æ/ assimilates inconsistently to Danish /ɒ/ as well as Danish /æ/ [7]. Viewed from the Perceptual Assimilation Model [2], /ɒ, æ/ are in a categorised–uncategorised relationship.

Few other tests of ND listeners’ perception of /ɒ, æ/ have been conducted. Those that exist show great variation in performance. The vowels are discriminated in the range between 50–70% correct, depending on the order of vowel presentation [12]. Identification ranges between 65–85% [10], but those data were sampled from students of English at a university rather than from the general population.

The present paper reports on a study in which ND listeners and NE listeners identified /ɒ/ and /æ/ tokens presented in a /hVt/ environment, comparing the accuracy of the two groups. We also compare two types of ND listeners on the same task: high school students and first semester English students at a Danish university. ND students of English have been sampled previously in investigations into the /ɒ, æ/ problem [10]. Comparing their performance to that of a more general sample (high school students) tests the validity of that practice. Finally, as a step towards explaining the perceptual problem, this study explores whether misidentification of /ɒ, æ/ by ND

![Figure 1. F1–F2 plot of L1 Danish vowels (grey) and L1 English vowels (black) based on data from [14].](Image)
listeners is related to the acoustic properties of individual vowel tokens.

2. METHODS

41 ND speakers and 18 L1 British English speakers participated in the study. Of the ND participants, 18 were first semester students of English at Aarhus University and 23 were senior year high school students. The age range of the participants was 18 to 26 years.

The stimuli comprised 48 unique tokens of *hot* and *hut* produced four times each by six male native talkers of Standard Southern British English. *Praat* [3] was used to analyse the first and second formant frequency (F1 and F2) of the stimuli at the midpoint of each vowel token.

Participants performed a two-alternative forced choice identification task with a total of 96 trials. Each of the 48 unique stimuli was presented twice, in a pseudo-randomised order. In a trial, participants heard either *hot* or *hut*, respectively containing /ɒ/ and /ʌ/. They then responded by pressing one of two buttons labelled *hot* and *hut*, with an inter-trial-interval of 1200 ms. The position of the buttons remained constant throughout the task, which lasted 4 to 7 minutes.

3. RESULTS

The data were modelled using mixed effects logistic regression, implemented in R [13] using the package *lme4* [1]. Model predictions were derived using the *emmeans* package [11]. Model selection proceeded from the maximal structure with stepwise reduction in random-effects until convergence. The final model estimated the correctness of per-trial responses as a function of Group (High school students, University English students, and NE listeners). Group was dummy coded with University English students as the reference level. The selected method for obtaining p-values was likelihood ratio tests. The final *lme4* formula, including random effects, was as follows:

```
Response ~ 1 + Group +
(0 + Vowel | Participant) +
(1 + Vowel + Group | Talker)
```

3.1 Model effects

The fixed effects of the levels of Group were as follows: University English students (intercept) were estimated at 1.84 log odds accuracy. High school students performed worse than University English students, \( \beta = -0.90, \ SE = 0.30, \ p < .01 \). NE participants perform considerably better than University English students, \( \beta = 2.76, \ SE = 0.51, \ p < .001 \). Model predictions in probabilities are plotted in Figure 2.

In the random effects, there was variation between participants on their accuracy on each vowel, \( SD_{hot} = 0.78, SD_{hut} = 0.85 \). Accuracy on each vowel correlated highly within participants, \( r = 0.91 \). Within stimulus talkers, there was variation in accuracy on *hot*, \( SD = 0.78 \), with high variation in *hut*, \( SD = 1.26 \). Importantly, the intercept–slope correlation of Vowel within Talker was strongly negative, \( r = -0.87 \). This means that the difference between accuracy on *hot* and *hut* tokens from the same talker can be predicted from the accuracy of *hot* tokens: Higher accuracy on *hot* implies a negative difference—relatively lower accuracy—for *hut* from the same talker; lower accuracy on *hot* implies a positive difference—relatively higher accuracy—for *hut* from the same talker. This will be further explored in the next section.

3.2 Data exploration: accuracy by vowel token

The model’s random effects suggested unexpected systematic variation in accuracy in vowel accuracy by talker. To explore what the model reflects, Figure 3 plots the averaged listener accuracies on both vowels within each talker. Note that the plotted values are not estimates from the model but manually computed averages. For ND listeners, the figure shows that most talkers’ *hot* tokens are identified less accurately than their *hot* tokens; but tokens from talkers 4 and 5 exhibit the reverse relationship. This caused the model to estimate a high intercept–slope correlation in the random-effect term of vowel within talker; the lower the intercept (i.e., accuracy for *hot*), the higher the slope for vowel (i.e., accuracy for *hut*). The fact that NE listeners do not show the same pattern

![Figure 2: Identification accuracy by Native English listeners (NEL), university English students (UES), and high school students (HSS). Error bars: 95% confidence intervals.](image-url)
suggests that the reversal is not due to talker idiosyncrasies. Rather, the cause of the reversal is likely to be due to the acoustic properties of the vowels themselves, as well as ND listeners’ use of these as perceptual cues.

Figure 3. Group identification accuracy on vowels from each talker. To illustrate the reverse vowel relationship (see text), talkers 4 and 5 are highlighted.

Figure 4 plots all unique vowel tokens in the stimuli in F1–F2 space. The tokens are grey-scaled by average identification accuracy. Both ND groups exhibit the same pattern: With both vowels, some tokens are perceived highly accurately while others are perceived less accurately with a few being close to chance-level identification. Accuracy on each vowel appears to depend slightly differently on F1 and F2. Accuracy on /ɒ/-tokens appears to depend on F2, where most are identified accurately until F2 exceeds 945 Hz, at which point an abrupt decline in accuracy occurs. The /ʌ/-tokens where F2 > 945 Hz are exactly those produced by talkers 4 and 5 for whom the relative listener accuracies of /ɒ, ʌ/ were reversed (see Figure 3). Conversely, accuracy on /ɒ/-tokens does not appear to be sensitive to F2 variation. Instead, a small decrease in accuracy occurs when F1 surpasses about 675 Hz. Figure 5 depicts these relationships explicitly with smoothing lines (see especially the middle two panels). It appears that, in the case of /ɒ/-tokens with F2 > 945 Hz, ND listeners experienced an abrupt boundary shift at which point they became uncertain as to what they were perceiving. In the case of /ʌ/-tokens, these listeners experienced slightly more uncertainty as F1 increased past 675 Hz.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The present study investigated ND and NE listeners’ identification of Standard Southern British English /ɒ/ and /ʌ/. It furthermore compared university English students to high school students to test whether the former constitute an adequately random sample. A difference was found in both comparisons. ND university English students perform worse than NE listeners but better than ND high school students. Thus, University students of English constitute a poor stand-in for the general Danish population, at least when it comes to the present vowel contrast.

The study also examined whether the first and second formant frequency influenced ND listeners’ responses. We found that (1) ND listeners identify some tokens of both vowels near ceiling, (2) they identify a few vowel tokens within each category with much lower accuracy, sometimes at chance-level, and (3) low-accuracy tokens tend to cluster in the same areas in F1–F2 space within each category.

When these results are compared to those of NE listeners, it is clear that ND listeners rely on F1 and F2 as cues for the two vowels in slightly different ways from NE listeners.

Foremost, the abrupt shift in accuracy on /ɒ/ at F2 > 945 Hz is only observed with ND listeners. This indicates that ND listeners perceive a category boundary at F2 ≈ 945 Hz. That category could represent an emerging second language vowel. Alternatively, it could represent a pre-existing native language vowel because ND listeners have previously been shown to categorise EN /ɒ/ highly consistently as DA /ʌ/ [7].
It is possible that the acoustic properties of tokens in the /ɒ/–/ʌ/ contrast span multiple ND vowel categories, or even emerging L2 EN vowel categories, at various levels of goodness of fit. In the cross-language identification task reported in [7], ND listeners categorised EN /ʌ/ inconsistently as either DA /ɔ/ or DA /æ/. In the task employed in the present study, chance-level identification for any particular token could indicate one of two things: Either the token is truly intermediate between the two response categories, or it is a poor fit for either of the categories. In the present results, the /ʌ/ tokens that are identified at chance level may be a poor fit for either hot or hut. These tokens could be perceived as instances of DA /æ/. Future research should explore which categories ND listeners perceive in this area of F1–F2 space by presenting them with tokens from an array of orthogonally varied formant frequencies.

In conclusion, this study demonstrated that ND listeners perceive Standard Southern British English /ɒ, ʌ/ differentially than NE listeners according to the acoustic properties of the vowel tokens. More research is needed to determine precisely why. With regard to ND speakers’ propensity to neutralise the two vowels in production, the present results make it seem likely that at least part of the problem is perceptual in nature.
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